Call for Architectural Sketches for Assyrian Genocide Monument in Yerevan, Armenia

The Assyrians of Armenia have been provided with an opportunity to erect a monument in Yerevan (the capital city of Armenia) commemorating the victims of the 1915 Assyrian Genocide. The proposed site is the lower corner of the Chamber Music Hall Park (intersection of Nalbandian and Moskovian) as shown in this document.

Assyrian architects, artists, and other talented individuals are requested to submit ideas and concepts in the form of architectural sketches for the subject monument. The space allocated for this monument is 3 meters in width, 4 meters in length, and 3 meters in height.

All efforts have been made to create this 17-page self explanatory document to clearly define the environment where the monument will erected. If any further clarification is required, please contact us.

Sincerely,

The Assyrian Organization of Armenia
assyrianorg_armenia@yahoo.com
“M” references the approximate location for monument shown by bag (on the ground) in photos 1 through 8, and shown by jacket (hanging on a stick) in photos 9 through 12.

“Numbers” reference the approximate location of camera for corresponding 12 photos (labeled 1 through 12). All photos have been shot toward monument.

Allocated Space:
3.00m (wide) x 4.00m (long) x 3.00m (high)